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New range of portable luxury toilets available for
location filming to provide a full VIP experience

NEW OFFERING IDEAL FOR THE FILM INDUSTRY

Hirepool now offer portable toilets ranging from the humble plastic Port-a-loo right
through to towable Luxury Toilets with air-conditioning, solid stone benchtops, foot
flushing ceramic toilets, rolled hand towels and built in music. Luxury Toilets are supplied
from Christchurch, Wellington, Hamilton and Auckland for either short or long term hire.
Hirepool’s offering to the film industry includes:
• Marquees
• Commercial Vehicles
• Access Equipment
• General Hire
• Luxury Toilets

NZ’s largest range. Clearspan and poled
Cars, SUV’s, vans, utes & trucks
Booms, scissor lifts and cherry pickers
Generators, lighting, heating & more
2, 4 and 6 berth

Contact Hirepool’s dedicated film industry specialist | Neil Bosman 027 204 6165

EDITORIAL
Is the measure of an organisation’s maturity the point at which it has been
around for longer than most of its members?
Maybe.
With this issue we celebrate thirty years of the Guild’s existence. Are we
older than most of our members? Maybe, maybe not, but the tipping point
can’t be far off.
Perhaps another measure of any group’s health and viability is whether
the members still actively engage with it. And by that benchmark, surely
this Guild is doing brilliantly. As with any organisation, there are plenty of
members happy to just belong, and who aren’t too keen on sticking their
heads above the parapet and voicing their opinions.
But it seems to me that this Guild also has a great many members who
want to shake up the status quo, question the accepted wisdom and
challenge even the majority-held view-points. And that is surely always a
thing to welcomed and celebrated. Better an argument than an awkward
silence, as I’m sure my Mum and Dad would have said.
So here’s to you, Techos. You are truly a force for good, for fairness, for
collaboration, engagement, safety and human well-being. We might argue
about the details, but no one involved with the Guild will disagree that its
mission, its kaupapa and its goals are not worth honouring and pursuing.
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This is a mighty and a mighty fine organisation to be a part of. And though
we might sometimes wish that the Guild was not needed, long may it
continue for as long as it is.
Kia Kaha,
Graeme Tuckett.
Proud Guild Member and Editor of NZTECHO.
graemetuckett@gmail.com
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On the Blue Book:
N Sioux Macdonald, Nick Treacy for driving the Blue Book across
the finishing line.
N Chloe Smith, Katie Kempe, Mark (Goat) Gillings, Dave Madigan,
Sue Sparks and Teuila Field for their valuable feedback and
re-viewing all the changes.
N Dianne Moffat for her fine effort in proof reading the revised document.
N SPADA & NZAPG for a their suggested amendments and feedback
to get us all to a point of agreement.
N Amanda Jenkins for checking the Christchurch Travel Zones post
the earthquakes
N Ben Morris for his ongoing administrative support
N Peter Parnham for his help and advice on updating our Constitution
N Mike Sinclair for his additional legal advice and guidance throughout
this Constitution upgrade process and his ongoing support on all
things Guild.
N All the branch Chairs and Secretaries for stepping up for our recent
AGM – it was a bigger than normal task.
N All members who took the time to attend and/or vote in our
2017 AGM.
N All members who pay their membership fees on time.
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BEHIND THE SCENES

With over 20 years in the film industry,
Karla Rodgers is now executive officer for the Techos’ Guild.

Happy Birthday to us!
Well what a difference a year makes. 12 months ago, much to my trepidation, the Guild’s projected yearly plan was to completely overhaul and
upgrade our infrastructure.
When this was first mooted the task felt overwhelming but oh the satisfaction of hindsight. The original mountain I envisaged has become a gentle
rolling hill. There is still the odd unexpected peak, but over the year, these
have definitely become a lot easier to navigate. A bottle of rescue remedy
sits on my desk, and every so often gets slightly abused, but we are on the
home stretch and everything is finally coming together. The fun fact that
came to light once the infrastructure machine swung into action was that
all our aims and upgrades coincided with the Guilds’ 30th Anniversary. A
wonderful advantageous co-incidence.
So on the administrative front, what have we achieved this year?
Firstly our name change. There are some final details to complete before
we can officially implement the name but we are “so” close. And what an
outstanding name we will have. The Screen Industry Guild of Aotearoa
New Zealand Inc. With our AGM behind us and with the motion to change
our name now ratified we can now move forward with proposed branding that we believe will compliment our outstanding name. So I’m excited
about our launch towards the end of October. Remember, this will be the
30 Year Anniversary (and all things Guild) launch celebration that you are
all invited to!
Our next achievement, a new website. I am very proud of the new site.
From my administration end there are still a few learning curves. At this
stage I still have my L plates but each day it gets easier for me to use. It is
fresh and current and definitely friendly to navigate.
The new website does so much more for us. First and foremost it provides
us with a new, far more efficient database system. This does require a
small amount of input from you as members and you will all HAVE to
log into the site at least once. Once you have done this you can access
information which is exclusive to members only, receive notifications, RSVP
events, check your payment status, update your own address details and
much more.
So, no excuses if you aren’t receiving your magazine or emails. Log in,
even if it is just to check your personal details. If you are struggling, you will
find some very simple instructions on how to log in on page 7 of this issue
of NZTECHO.
Additionally each issue of the Rushes will also include instructions and just
to cover it, you can also go to www.nztecho.com/How-to-log-in. But if all
else fails, give me a call and I will walk you through the process.
Our next achievement was the challenge to upgrade our Constitution. Since it was originally written, not only have we as an organisation
changed, the whole world has changed. We needed to ensure we had a
document that was current and works with today’s digital world and as
far into the future as our murky crystal ball would allow us to see. I have
to admit this was a marathon of a task but “yay” it got done. Next year will
definitely be easier, as changing the Constitution is something we hope
not to have to do again in the foreseeable future.
Then to top this year off, there was our old faithful Blue Book revision, in a
word DONE. Once again a task we hope we don’t have to rewrite again in
the near future as this was also one mammoth task.
So with all of the above the Guild really does deserve a damn good party

to celebrate but most importantly to highlight 30 YEARS OF THE GUILD.
Yes, in capitals, I am shouting this outstanding milestone.
To list the many accomplishments the Guild has realised over this time
would require another 500 pages of magazine. We hold a historical place
in the New Zealand screen industry as having shaped how we wanted the
industry to operate by setting up industry wide accepted standards many
years ago.
Some of that history has been recounted in Tony Forster’s article in this
issue of NZTECHO. Guidelines will always get challenged and the Guild
will continue to stand firm. But also making this possible are the stoic crew
who hold the line and do not allow conditions to be eroded.
Additionally the Guild has set the bar for screen industry safety and
recently took charge with the implementation of ScreenSafe Guidelines.
Many areas which had frayed edges were definitely firmed up as accountability became King and repercussions for failing to adhere to the guidelines
definitely gave all players in the industry a shake up.
The Guilds proactive approach to setting up screen industry safety guidelines, to WorkSafe’s satisfaction ensured we have guidelines that are firm,
practical and workable to our industry. So be proud Guildonians !
So October 24th we launch in Auckland, October 25th in Wellington and
finishing up in Queenstown, October 26th. We then get to official call ourselves the NZ Screen Industry Guild of Aotearoa New Zealand, unveil our
new branding, introduce a revised Blue Book, and really celebrate and be
proud of everything Guild. There will be the usual nibbles and a fairly generous bar and I promise, speeches will be kept short. For young members,
this will be your chance to hear some of the history, meet some of those
founding members and see how things were done back in the day.
For some of us looking back we think of the screen industries number 8
wire approach, followed by an “OMG that wouldn’t pass Health and Safety
today” and “what is that holding the cameraman on that 30 foot crane ”
generally followed by a sigh of relief that we actually survived. These were
the pioneering years and there are some great stories.
For those of you who have supported the Guild for many of these 30 years,
we owe you so much and definitely a drink or three. This is a momentous
occasion for the Guild, few organisations like ours have survived this long.
And hey, we may even have a new government by then and who knows
which Prime Minister or MP’s we might extend an invitation to, so this
could be your chance (our chance) to get in their ears and let them know
what we want for our industry.
It will be RSVP with limited numbers (as you can all understand with new
WorkSafe legislation, all venues are limited to numbers). So look out for
the RSVP details and announcements in the coming weeks on how to join
the party.

We appreciate
the support of:
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PRESIDENT’S RAVE

Richard Bluck is a cinematographer based on the Kapiti Coast. A long-standing
member of the Techos’ Guild, he took up the role of president in late 2014.

President Richard Bluck reflects on our Guild’s history and where we go from here.
As I write this article the Techo’s Guild AGM is a week away with a number
of Motions before the membership including the change of the name of the
Guild to The Screen Industry Guild of Aotearoa New Zealand Incorporated (The Screen Industry Guild). By now you will have voted on these
motions and we will be moving forward with the decisions you have made.
Whatever the outcome, we have presented to the members the beginning
of a new way forward and you have decided if you wish to follow that way.
This Guild has been serving its members in various forms for 30 years, and
it will continue to serve whatever the outcome.
At the same time the Parliamentary Election is three weeks away. There is
a parallel between the two events. Both events are heralding change. Both
rely on the voters to engage. It is democracy in practice for the Techo’s
Guild and New Zealand.

As the Guild, where do we go from here?
We have updated the accounting and membership systems. We have
upgraded the website and integrated it with our membership system so
we can best serve our members. The revised Blue Book is due to be
published on the website. ScreenSafe is in its second year of updating the
Health and Safety information as related to the Screen Industry. It will soon
release an interactive element on the website to allow you to review your
understanding of the Health and Safety Guidelines. It will undertake Roadshows to raise the profile of Health and Safety now the Act is in force.
Now we need to work on the most difficult aspect of the Guild. How to
increase our membership and make the existing and new members active
participants in the Guild. We need feedback from you to help forge this
direction. We have setup a forum on the Website that is members only
and is an area for members to put their point of view. https://nztecho.com/
Discussion-Future-directions

How do we inspire our members to be active participants?
I have no easy answer to this question. For years there has been debate
about the best way to motivate people. To get people to attend meetings
and take an active role in the management of the Guild. I realise that members have very busy lives. The Screen Industry tends to be an all-encomLifeguard & Safety 181mm x 65mm.pdf
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passing career with long hours. But we need members to engage, to own
this Guild and be active.
We could stage Events, Q&A sessions with Industry members but this
only works if the members are willing to attend. There are other Guilds and
Societies that do this and so are we just adding to the commitments you
already have?

Why should you participate?
Over the history of the Guild, it has created the Blue Book, which is the
default work conditions for the industry. It is recognised by all the major
players in the industry and it is a document designed to be the basis for
the negotiation of your terms and conditions for the project you are signing
on to. It was created from the experience of our members over the years
and negotiated with Producers. Although it applies to all members of the
screen industry it is a Guild document. It is now a living document published on the website and it can be updated as the industry changes if we
have agreement between our members and the Producing community.
The Health and Safety Guidelines are driven by the Guild and have been a
crucial project to help the industry transition into the new Act. The Guidelines have also gone further than the previous Safety Code of Practice with
workshops and templates on aspects of Safety.
The Guild still provides recommendations or Letters of Non-Objections on
overseas crew that are coming into the country for projects. Karla works
diligently to ensure New Zealand crew are given the first chance to be
offered a role on a project.
These are all the foundation elements of the Guild and should be supported by all of the industry. Support means being an active member. You
can be on a committee, participate on the forum, attend meetings, suggest
ways the Guild can engage the members. It is your democratic right to
participate, like it is your democratic right as a New Zealander to vote and
choose your government.
I hope you can join me in being an active member of the Guild as we
move on.

11:36 AM

Lifeguard & Safety have been working with Production Companies for
over 20 years, on projects ranging from music videos & film school
shoots, low budget television & features, up to major motion pictures.
We can help in the following areas;
Safety supervisors, on set medics, hazard identification & mitigation,
WorkSafe NZ compliance, marine coordination, water safety, and divers
for underwater support.
If it’s the Health & Safety at Work Act 2015 causing you concern, we
have been working with ScreenSafe, WorkSafe NZ & several legal
companies & consultants to find the best solutions for the Screen Sector.
Contact us if you have any questions regarding your next project.
Willy Heatley +64 27 451 6002
willy@guard.co.nz • www.guard.co.nz
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THE FINE PRINT

Mick Sinclair is principal of Sinclair Black. With over 30 years in the entertainment
industry, he is one of New Zealand’s most experienced entertainment law specialists.

Life Below the Line – The Sequel
Our expert in all things legal looks at New Zealand’s success on the water and ponders the lessons we
might take from it.
In the Winter 2017 edition of NZTECHO, I commented on the “Hollywood
Model” as an approach to managing short term projects utilising the
disparate skills of a highly specialized team brought in to do the job, and
then go on to other projects. Since then, a small team of specialists based
in New Zealand have succeeded on the world stage in spectacular fashion
– taking on Silicon Valley’s finest, and emerging as world champions in
their field with a mixture of technical innovation, clever man management,
dogged persistence and all round talent.

concluded: “There is likely to be a broadening and quickening of computers into everyday life, requiring people to update their skills faster and
more frequently than they do at the moment” The Economist “ Artificial
Intelligence” 25 June 2016.

I am referring of course to the America’s Cup. I should disclose my bias
and confess to being a keen sailor, but despite comment from those who
see the sport in terms of Rich Boys Toys, I am convinced this success
has implications for the country far beyond the splendid trophy rooms of
the RNZYS. On a very basic level, the Auckland waterfront will be further
enhanced, and additional - well heeled - tourists will arrive. On a more
abstract level, peripheral industries such as hospitality, sports broadcasting
and marine suppliers will benefit. And up in the stratosphere, who is to say
that the oligarchs and tech giants won’t re-site some of their operations
here to exploit this vein of innovation – or at least get their superyachts
serviced….

So what does a career minded crew member do faced with the uncertainty
of disruptive elements in their industry? In the short term, being the best in
your field, and ensuring the best producers are aware of this seems sensible. Conversely, being difficult to work with, and reluctant to upskill does
not enhance employment prospects. Taking a longer view is something
lawyers are not renowned for – we tend to look backwards rather than
forwards – so I can safely leave that for other futurists. “Hollywood and
gaming industries will collaborate to create customisable virtual realities
with avatars based on real-life actors and tailored to your specific preferences” Joe Lonsdale “AI and robots will take our jobs – but better ones
will emerge for us” Wired magazine 12 April 2017. This article goes on to
identify 12 jobs of the future, including VR/AR and Personalised entertainment, Nanotechnology and E-marketing. Other jobs with perhaps not such
great appeal include senior care, and chamberlains and stewards.

The lessons for other New Zealand industries from the America’s Cup success started with Team New Zealand’s adoption of an innovative design
and recruitment policy. After the disappointment of San Francisco in 2013,
a team review identified the need to invest in technology. “Once they had a
clear idea, Dan Bernasconi, Team New Zealand’s Technical Director, trailed
through Linkedin to find experts in specialist areas such as hydraulics,
systems programming, and aerodynamics. He wasn’t interested in yachting
expertise, he wanted people with specialised knowledge and a record
of innovation” Dana Johannsen “The comeback Kids: How Team New
Zealand won the Americas Cup” NZ Herald 1 July 2017. Of course, there
were other factors that contributed to this success as well:• TNZ consciously learned from past mistakes, but still trusted their own
judgment with original and unorthodox design philosophy
• The team was tight, and kept their know-how and developments
under wraps
• New technology, and a policy of constant development was adopted as
a strategy over the entire event
• The highly specialised individual skills of all team members were coordinated and optimised by great management.

A parallel to the Team New Zealand story can be drawn to the better
aspects of the New Zealand film industry. We have State support insofar
as the “design” element is concerned – an encouragement to “tell our own
stories” that is bolstered by necessity due to our remoteness. We seem
accustomed to work collaboratively in a team culture – perhaps due to a
small industry where everyone knows each other, and from that (to continue the sporting analogy) to follow a “no dickheads” rule in engaging personnel. The same personnel are usually highly trained and mentored, and
frequently well travelled, with imported experience of overseas practices.
As a result, the local film industry is able to present itself as a skilled and
cohesive unity to both national policy makers and international investors.
But what of the future? A special report on the future of work, and in
particular the practical effect of Artificial Intelligence in the workforce

The type of jobs that were most likely to be threatened were routine as
opposed to creative, and although the application of AI is of specific relevance to any kind of data, this now affects virtually all sectors “from genes
to images to language”.

From a bystanders position, especially that of a lawyer, it is easy to
see where things have started to go wrong in film projects. Usually it’s
personality differences – from creative bickering to poor management and
people skills.
Conversely, projects that go well usually involve selection of crew who
work well together, agreements that actually reflect the deal that has been
reached, a script considered exciting and worthy, good communications,
and a general optimism generated by a professional approach from all
concerned, particularly leadership.
In sailing terms, when everything combines for optimum results, the boat
and crew are said to be “in the groove”. Team New Zealand certainly were,
and have added another chapter to the legacy of Auckland as the “City of
Sails”….. Surely there is enough action, locations, heroes and villains there
for a film…or a Netflix series…or something on MTS featuring
foiling wakas?

Mick Sinclair

Ph +64 9 360-9995 www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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IN FOCUS

How To Make a
Documentary
in New Zealand.
Part Two.
A chat with Film Maker and industry legend Gaylene Preston on her latest –
for now – film My Year With Helen.
When did you conceive of the idea for your
film? What made you know the film was
something people would be interested in
seeing?
I thought about making a film from behind
the shoulder of Helen Clark around 2005, but
I didn’t actually approach her until April 2015.
I used Premium Pathways to test the concept
and I still wasnt sure if it was possible to make
the kind of intimate look at global leadership
behind closed doors, that this film needed....
Made a sizzle reel....attracted interest.....remained worried about audience response until
a fortnight ago when I heard them cheering
during the film, at the State Theatre in Sydney.
Making a movie is never relaxing...

Or was it a case of making something you
wanted to see yourself, and then trusting
that others would share your enthusiasm.
Yes.
How long did you give yourself to tell the
story? Or did you set out without a clear end
in sight?
The race for Secretary General was open ended
but assumed to be done by January 2017. That
means it took two years to deliver MY YEAR
WITH HELEN.
How did you go about securing funding?
With the usual difficulty!
A Sizzle reel is essential. With a very well made
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website that attracted interest from investors,
PayPal contributors and donators through the
Arts Foundation (not Boosted) and a match
funding arrangement with the NZFC, we
secured a small licence fee from TV3, a grant
from NZOn Air, and we are still seeking our
full budget!
Was it a lengthy process, or were you able
to start work on your film as quickly as you
wanted to?
Because of the NZFC innovative match funding arrangement, we were able to make the film
while still raising the money. It’s scary, because
you have to agree to deliver the film for the
money you actually have on the table which in
our case, was half our budget, but this figure
expanded as we secured private investors and
that financing was dollar for dollar matched.
I was the first producer to try this approach,
and it has worked out alright. You have to get
your head around having a flexible budget.
On the other hand we have a film. The world’s
full of very good projects looking for the last
$200k before they can get started. Thank you.
Catherine MADIGAN!
Were you working with a crew of professionals? Or was it a matter of roping in friends
and family to help? Did already having
contacts in the industry help? Would it
have been possible to make your film if you
weren’t able to call in help from friends in
the industry?
Fortunately my friends and family ARE professionals, unfortunately this means I always must
pay them for the work they do. I have a non
negotiable rule. Don’t ask people to work for
nothing. That means in reality, they are paying you. I’m the only one who could work for
nothing on my projects because I get the glory
and the satisfaction. Unfortunately I need to
eat, so I even have to pay myself... Sadly.

So I’ll be walking that long lonesome road
again looking for the funding.
Here’s the equation: fun+ding$=art.
How was the process of shooting and then
editing? What unexpected challenges did
you find on the way?
Helen wouldn’t wear a radio mike unless she
was in a room on her own. This imposed a big
stylistic obstruction.
I found I was bolder than our cinematographers, so I became the constant second camera.
Sometimes the lone camera. Tiring. Stressful.
Ultimately rewarding.
Did your film turn out as you hoped/expected/wanted?
Far, far better. Thank you Paul Sutorius!
Are there things you would do differently
now?
Not really. Observational documentary making
is always going to present its own challenges.
Going into the bowels of the UN where no
man has gone before was sheer madness.
Where to now for your film? And where to
next for you?
AUCKLAND, WELLINGTON,
CHRISTCHURCH, NELSON, MELBOURNE,
DUNEDIN, NEW YORK. Cinemas near you.
As for me?
I’m thinking about this small amnesiac
grumpy country considering how to be citizens
again having turned ourselves into customers. That film is called THE COUNTRY THAT
LOST A MIRACLE.
And also I’m really interested to find out what
the carbon footprint is, of a common garden
variety non nuclear tipped missile.
We can’t wait ...

For all your
Physical
Effects
Requirements
166 Railside Ave, Henderson, Auckland. Tel: +64 9 837 8641

www.filmfx.co.nz
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30 YEARS!
3 PARTIES!
You are invited to
Celebrate 30 Years of the Guild and be there for
the launch of your new name and branding!

October 24th AUCKLAND • October 25th WELLINGTON • October 26th QUEENSTOWN
Dr Rudi’s - Rooftop Brewing Co.

The Ballroom - Foxglove

The Bunker

THESE ARE THE LOGIN INSTRUCTIONS FOR
YOUR ACCESS TO THE NEW WEBSITE
Go to : www.nztecho.com
• Log in by entering your email address or through Facebook provided it is the same email address.
• The log in button is situated in the top right hand corner of the screen
• You will be asked for a password
• If this is your first log in, click the forgotten password link and follow the prompts on screen
(You will only need to do this once)
• A link will be sent to your email. Click on the link and add your own password

AGM: GUILD APPOINTMENTS
National President Richard Bluck
Vice President Sioux Macdonald
Chair Auckland Nick Treacy
Secretary Auckland Steve King

Chair Wellington Adrian (Wookie Hebron)
Secretary Wellington Richard Lander
Chair Queenstown Wayne Allen
Secretary Queenstown Nic Macallan
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WIDE ANGLE

It was 30 years
ago today...
Guild veteran, long-time NZTECHO
editor and all ‘round good bastard
Tony Forster gives us a personal look
back at thirty years of Guild history.
More or less...
A couple of weeks ago, I received a phone call
asking if I would consider writing an article
about the history of our Guild, as part of marking the 30th anniversary of its foundation. With
my diary almost entirely empty for the next two
weeks between then and draft deadline, I said,
somewhat rashly in retrospect, Yes, sure. Then I
landed a full-on two-week film job…
But only a couple of days before deadline, I
finally found some free space, and decided my
first point of exploration should be a good
friend whom I knew had been involved right
from the very beginning – Sally Meiklejohn.
When I phoned her, she sensibly suggested that
rather than me talking to individuals individually, if a group of us got together we would spark
memories in and from each other – and generously she offered to organize such a gathering
for the following day.
A few other people we would love to have joined
us were either unavailable or uncontactable; but
on a sunny Saturday afternoon, Sally, Chris McKenzie, Graham Morris and I met up in a small
pub/café in Northcote, Auckland.

We did come to a consensus that the Guild
grew out of an organisation known as the
New Zealand Motion Picture Academy
(NZMPA) – or was it the New Zealand
Academy of Motion Pictures (NZAMP).
None of us were absolutely sure…
I’ve been lucky in that not long before leaving
her house to come to our meeting, Sally stumbled across a couple of folders, one of which
contained papers relating to the Guild, and the
other papers relating to the Academy. From the
latter folder, I have been able to figure out that
moves to form the Academy were made in mid1977, and by the end of 1977 it was definitely an
established entity. From our Saturday group’s
collective memory, the first co-presidents were
Roger Donaldson and Graeme Morris; in April
1978, Sam Pillsbury was Chair (from a meeting’s
minutes), Sally Meiklejohn (then Bartle) was its
first Secretary, with Maggie Lewis as Treasurer –
but further committee members were “yet to
be elected”.
One of Sally’s folders contains some early
Academy newsletters, including some minutes
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of meetings, one of which concludes by saying,
“The meeting closed in a certain amount of
drunken disarray, and adjourned to the (nextdoor) party…” and “The Catering Department
has decided (in future) to open the flagons after
the meeting, and would remind members that
paying for drinks is appreciated – even necessary
– so please come armed with $2.00…”
The Academy was a gathering together of all the
freelancers in the what we now call the screen
production industry, then known as the film
industry. It was open to all freelancers, or independent film people. Crew, writers, directors,
producers, actors, editors – all were welcome.
There were branches in Auckland, Wellington
and “the South” (South Island?), along with a
national executive.
During the effort to establish the Academy, a
document was circulated that contained these
words: “At the moment the industry is a divided,
uncertain group of individuals, trying to survive
in a difficult cultural and economic environment. If it is to go on surviving, it seems vital
that a degree of unity is both achieved and
seen to have been achieved. The lack of unity
and a representative voice has also allowed our
enemies to take us apart at will. The nonsense
over the banning of imported TV commercials
was the perfect example of this. Without unity
the present impetus will roll off into oblivion, as
it has always done in the past.”
Notes from the AGM of the Academy held in
April 1978 include a discussion of “Protection
of Indigenous Industry: Much discussion on
the pros and cons of the Academy supporting
the employment of a local equivalent whenever
overseas personnel is brought in for a job.”
It seems some issues never go away…

Although there appears to have already existed
an organization called the “NZ Producers Directors and Writers Guild Incorporated”, after a
while the producers and directors decided they
needed their own body – possibly as a group
within the Academy at first. But in 1982 the
Screen Producers and Directors Association
(SPADA) was founded – and the Techos’ Guild
was formed in response. Initially the NZFVTG
was a group of mainly camera, lighting, grip and
sound people – hence the name “Techos”
– but from early on the Guild began to see
itself as representing every crew person, from
pre-production through to post, including art
department and editors.
But when exactly did the crew people make
the move to form a body of their own? And
how much longer after that did the NZAMP /
NZMPA dissolve into oblivion? None of the
others at our Saturday gathering could answer
that question.
In 1984, I went to live and work in Australia and
returned towards the end of 1987; whether the
Techo’s Guild existed before I left I cannot be
sure but I can be certain that it existed when I
came back!
(It was at the first Guild meeting I attended
upon my return in late 1987 that Sally pressganged me onto the committee, where I
remained for 23 years…)
Lisa Kissin wasn’t able to attend our Saturday
discussion, but was able to talk to me later by
phone. She remembers the Academy meetings
happening in the Press Club in Albert Street,
large numbers attending, and the meetings being a lot of fun. She really liked that there were
so many different types of people involved and
how that resulted in a really good range of views
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David Madigan was no mere figurehead. Before,
during and after his presidency, Dave was an
inspiration, a leader and a guide, a fount of
knowledge in regard to any issue he took on, and
indispensable in inducting, nurturing and guiding our various administrators and executive
officers over the years. In particular, his effort
and his achievements in the area of immigration
- foreign crew coming to work in New Zealand were simply immense.
Huge appreciation must be expressed to the
individuals who over the years have contributed
so much of their time and brainpower to helping
run the Guild – especially those who have served
on both regional committees and the
National Executive.
Top left: Stuart Dryburgh filming
IN MY FATHER’S DEN.
Photo: Courtesy of Mr Dryburgh.
Below right: Barry Barclay.
Photo by: John Miller.
Opposite page: Sound Recordist
Don Anderson and Penguins
in Antarctica.
Photo: Courtesy of Don Anderson.

being expressed, making the Academy both
interesting and effective. She is quite sure that
the Techos Guild was formed during 1985 or
1986. She joined the Guild exec at that time, and
remained involved for as long as I did.
One of Lisa’a major contributions was to
represent the Guild on the Film and TV Awards
Board, until roughly 2006. She pointed out that
this was after the infamous televised GOFTA
award ceremony of 1987; Gaylene Preston had
become the chair, and she, Judy Callingham and
Lisa formed a strong committee that made a lot
of things happen.
Thinking of the other individuals who have
given an usually large amount of time, energy
– and dare I say, love – to the Guild, it would be
impossible to decide fairly who to mention and
who not. But it does seem fair to make reference
to the various presidents and administrators/executive officers that we have had over the years,
the latter including Bruce Bisset, Helen Buckton,
Helen Martin, Janet Cervin/Klee, Megan Ritchie,
Fritha Stalker, and now, Karla Rodgers.
However, interestingly, when it came to trying to
recall exactly who was our President and during
which years each one held the position, our little group found our memories all being rather
vague – even Mr McKenzie, who was himself
President for a period of time, was unsure which
years he was in that chair! Ditto Sally! But with
the help of Lisa and her phone call to Mr Stephen Buckland, I believe we can be sure of the
order, at least:
Our memory of presidents is a little vague,
but our first president was John
Mahaffie, and he was followed by Stephen
Buckland, Chris McKenzie, Sally Meiklejohn,
David Madigan, Alun Bollinger (AlBol) and now
Richard Bluck.
Despite what I have said above, there is one
individual who stands out for his extraordinarily huge contribution to the Guild. As president,

Initially the Guild branches around NZ seemed
to operate pretty much independently of each
other, with the administrator attempting to
communicate what was happening in the
various branches to each other. The advent of
email made a huge difference when it came to
discussing issues at a national level. Being on the
‘Nat Exec’ meant that rather than just turning up
to a monthly meeting, one would be regularly
answering emails, participating in a nationwide
conversation, at times a daily basis. It meant,
for example, that our highly esteemed (and
government-honoured) President AlBol was
able to participate even when ensconced in his
lovely hideaway in the remote west coast of the
South Island.
Another recent development in the running of
the guild was also made possible by the existence
of the inter-web. Initially our meetings were held
in various people’s homes or workplaces; eventually we got to a point of being able to afford to
rent an office.
If I remember correctly, the first was in St
Benedict Street in Newton in Auckland; we then
lived for a long time in an office provided free
by Panavision/Film Facilities in Freemans Bay.
The advantage of having a small theatrette next
door that we could use for meetings and for skill
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development events was significant. Another advantage was being able to interact with other people
in the industry – not only other tenants, but also
companies using the studio for filming.
It was a sad moment for some of us when that
building was demolished and we were forced to
move; but on the other hand, returning to Newton
to occupy two levels of a townhouse just across the
driveway from Filmcrews was a definite step-up in
the quality of our surroundings! (Sioux Macdonald’s support of the Guild in those years and since
has been immense.)
Now, the Internet has made it possible for us to
do away with renting an office altogether,
allowing us to channel members’ fees into more
productive alleys. Setting the Guild up in this manner also allows us the freedom, now and
into the future, to operate from anywhere in
the country, moving the Guild away from being
Auckland-centric.
Thinking of what the Guild has achieved over
the years, it’s impossible to look past the first two
priorities – terms and conditions of engagement
of crew, and safety at work. In that regard, we may
focus on what the Guild has done in terms of creating the Blue Book and the Safety Code of Practice
(SCOP).
It’s notable that the first version of Rules
for Engagement of Crew was created by the
original Academy. It is reported that director
Roger Donaldson took this document and
simply stapled a copy to the back of every contract
for crew involved in his first feature, Sleeping Dogs.
In Sally’s folder we found a number of older versions of the Blue Book. A couple of interesting
points about the cover of the (possibly first) version
of the “Production Code of Practice”, as it was

called then, published in October 1984. The booklet
is a pale green now, though it might have been pale
blue in 1984! Above the booklet’s title is the heading
“New Zealand Academy of Motion Pictures”, while
under the name of the book it reads:
“Established by:
N.Z.M.P.A. TECHNICIANS’ GUILD
(AUCKLAND)
N.Z.M.P.A. TECHNICIANS’ GUILD
(WELLINGTON)”
No wonder many of us were confused as to whether
the Academy was the NZAMP or the NZMPA.
The versions of 1989 and 1991 are still entitled
“Production Code of Practice”, but are now published solely by the NZ Film and Video Technicians’
Guild, and described on the cover as “An Agreement
between the NZFVTG Inc and The Independent
Producers and Directors Guild Inc.”
Inside the rather brief and concise booklets, it’s intriguing to see references to a six-day working week
and a 10-hour working day, only!
By 1995, the cream-coloured booklet is now titled
“Guidelines for the Engagement of Crew”, but is
again listed on the cover as an agreement between
the two bodies as previously. The interior layout is
completely different, with each page divided into
two columns – “Considerations” on the left and
“Common Practice” on the right, for each heading
or section. While the working week is now described
as “usually five or six consecutive days”, the normal
day is still described as 10 hours, flat – no mention
yet of any such thing as a ten-and-three-quarterhour day for drama, as opposed to 10 hours for
other forms of production.
Here again my memory would seem to be faulty;
since I recall the 10¾ day for drama having been
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When I think about the amount of effort that
small groups of people have put into creating
and evolving the Blue Book over the last 30 years,
I find there is one thing that really irritates me. It
is when I encounter people who say “Why should
I join the Guild? What has the Guild ever done
for me?”

Right: Leon Narbey
shooting WINTER BOY.
Photo by: Tony Forster.
Opposite page: Chris Matthews filming
THE MAN ON THE SIDE OF THE ROAD.
Photo by: Tony Forster.

Answer: Two words. Blue Book.
For me at least, it is most pleasurable to see that
the latest version of the Blue Book has been
negotiated by our Guild in collaboration with
SPADA and the NZAPG, with the Guild Blue
Book Committee preparing the entire book
before presentation to both organisations. At the
end of the day The Guild owns the copyright to
the Blue Book.

standard much earlier. (As I remember, I was
surprised to find there was no differentiation
between a drama day and a TVC day when I
moved to Australia in the mid-80s.)
In our group discussion on Saturday afternoon,
it was reported by more than one person that
it was the Shortland Street production that first
attempted to bring in the 10¾ hour day – and
succeeded; and this year is the 25th anniversary
of the beginning of the programme. Suggesting the 10¾ hour day came in during the early
1990s…?
How the 10¾ day progressed to become an
industry standard for drama in NZ, none of us
could recall. Any enlightenment from anyone
about this would be most welcome!
Over the years there has been a history of opposition from certain quarters as each new
version of the Blue Book was created. I cannot
recall now which two of the later versions of the
Blue Book I was involved in helping to draft,
but what I do definitely recall is that one year,
the producers group had stated that they were
going to henceforth completely ignore the Blue
Book, and simply negotiate all contracts with
individual crew members; that is, they intended
to dictate all working and contract conditions
themselves. We went ahead with creating a new
version of the Blue Book anyway, believing the
producers’ position was untenable.
Funnily enough, one significant factor in the
reinstatement of the Blue Book as an accepted
document for the industry as a whole was the
demand by overseas production companies for
some form of guidance as to working conditions
here – because without this knowledge they
found it impossible to do proper budgets. The
absence of a Blue Book risked sending these offshore companies elsewhere to shoot, and no-one
here wanted that!

The Safety Code of Practice, the other major
document published by the Guild, had a much
more difficult genesis. Initially attempts were
based on adapting a North American document,
eliminating such seemingly irrelevant items as
how to deal with bears in the forest. But the immense task was simply beyond the capacity of
Guild member volunteers, despite significant
contributions made by members involved in the
special effects and stunt areas, for example.
At one point however, the Guild was given
$40,000 by the Accident Compensation Corporation to assist in developing the SCOP, and
money was spent to employ a professional in
the field to develop the document for us. It took
a long while, and also required some further financial help from the government’s Department
of Labour, to enable publishing; but in late 1996
a project committee representing the NZFVTG,
the IPDG (Independent Producers & Directors
Guild), Equity, TVNZ, and OSH produced a
looseleaf ringbinder folder and 80 A5 pages of
fine print.
Of course, over the last couple of years, the
SCOP has been supplanted by the new regulations created by the government in April last
year, and the development of ScreenSafe.
I’ve always found that throughout the entertainment industry there is quite a divergence of
views as to whether a guild like ours would be
better being a union (as the Writers’ Guild is),
with or without compulsory membership, versus
those with quite strong anti-union feelings.
And of course, the situation with our members
is complicated by the whole employee / contractor factor – with many of our members actually
being both “workers” hired by a production
company, and “bosses” in that they are often responsible for selecting (even hiring) members of
their particular team, and directing their work.
In the early years of the Guild, communication
with members via newsletters and such was
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sporadic at best. In 1988 a monthly newsletter was
proposed, but didn’t really get off the ground. But
in 1999, a camera assistant named Tim Pope offered
to put together a proper magazine for the Guild,
with him as editor. I was asked by the Auckland
Branch committee to cast a supervising eye over the
publication, apparently on the grounds that I was
suspected to be the only committee member with
university qualifications – spurious though they
were, in that my studies had been in psychology and
philosophy, not English literature!
Tim made some interesting decisions in those early
issues – for example, I never did figure out the exact
relevance of the photograph on the front cover of
the first issue: a guy with a weird grin and a glass of
milk in his hand. Nevertheless, the 16 pages of that
first issue in May 2002 contain articles that are quite
representative of what the magazine has continued to do over the years – including celebration of
guild members’ successes, acknowledgement of the
passing of both Guild and wider industry members,
discussion of Blue Book issues, plus reports from
branches around the country and from the then
newly elected President AlBol.
Tim didn’t continue his excellent work in creating
the magazine for very long and left NZ for Australia. It’s a sad reflection on the industry as it was then
(and hopefully is not quite so much now) that Tim
found it necessary to move to find a screen production environment that was a little more LGBTtolerant than Auckland’s was 14 years ago.
It was at this time that I was asked to take over
the editorship, and being enthusiastic about the
magazine and its possibilities – and challenges – I
accepted. Like Tim, one thing was clear to me quite
early on – we had both underestimated the amount
of work that editing such a magazine would entail.
The 45 issues I worked on over 8 years gave me a lot
of pressure, mainly from contributions always being
late (standard throughout the journalism world,
I’ve discovered). But all this was more than com-

pensated for by the intense satisfaction from what
we achieved.
The magazine quickly expanded to a standard 24
pages, and quite often blew out to 28, sometimes
even 32, such was the amount of content we gathered and were given.
Members the magazine has celebrated included
Grant Major, Hammond Peek, Kim Sinclair – all
Oscars – plus other international awards to people
such as Tony Johnson and Matt Meikle – and of
course, then President AlBol being made a Member
of the NZ Order of Merit.
When I think about the articles which gave me
most satisfaction, I think of Tom Burstyn telling us
about the midlife crisis that led to him chucking
in his high-end television/low-to-medium budget
feature career as a DoP in Hollywood to become
a one man documentary maker in New Zealand;
AlBol’s blunt and forthright revealing of what went
on behind the scenes during the making of River
Queen. And perhaps most of all, Wayne Johnson’s
utterly compelling story of the helicopter crash that
took the life of cameraman Joe von Dinklage, titled
“I Still Hear the Bang”.
At the beginning we were keen on keeping a relaxed,
informal style in the magazine layout; but as time
passed, there was a clearly expressed desire to make
the mag more formal, more “professional” in its
appearance, which we did. In 2009-10, there developed a desire to “take things to a new, higher level”
– to publish in colour rather than black-and-white,
and to defray the extra cost of colour by reducing
the frequency from six issues per year to four.
It was at this point that I realised it was a good time,
the right time, for me to pass the baton on.
It is gratifying to see in the years since how the
magazine has maintained, even continued to
consistently improve, its quality. And glossy colour
certainly does create a stronger impression with
the reader.
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Right: Tom Burstyn in Mountains, filming for
his THIS WAY OF LIFE.
Photo by: Tony Forster.
Bottom: Tony Forster
(Grant Major’s Oscar).
Photo by: Rowena Singh.

It is interesting to compare our magazine with
attempts by the Writers Guild to establish a
printed magazine of their own in the past.
Despite some marvelous efforts by Steven
Gannaway in particular, the last incarnation of
a Writers Guild magazine did not last long in
printed form; but their regular email newsletter
has since been consistently strong.
Often we were asked why we did not follow
fashion and replace our printed magazine with
an email version. The answer was: writers tend
to work as solitary individuals, and so their print
magazine copies were unlikely to be read by
many, if any, other people. But film crew people
tend to work in large groups, and we know from
experience that they often take their copy of
the magazine with them to set, and there other
people read it – including nonmembers. There
is also the fact that when something arrives in
a person’s email inbox, if they don’t read it immediately it’s very unlikely that they will return
to it at all. Items not read on first opening are
quite unlikely ever to be read. Whereas a printed
magazine will sit on a table, and is quite likely
to be browsed again at later times – a significant
advantage over an email.

people. But the reality is these are the issues that
the Guild will probably always be fighting.
Remember – overtime pay rates and suchlike
are referred to in industrial agreements as
“penal rates” – they are intended to be exactly
that, penalties for exceeding hours of agreed
working conditions!
Over the last few years the Guild has made some
major contributions to the NZ Screen Industry,
in particular our Blue Book and the implementation of ScreenSafe, but there will always be
more work to do. On the list, the implementation of a standard contract for the engagement
of crew (the Guild actually published one in
1997), and ScreenSafe workshops. All good
work that counts!
And so, looking to the future, I remain:
Optimistically yours,
Tony Forster.

Today, NZTecho is the only coloured hard copy
magazine serving the NZ screen industry.
So as we approach the future of the screen
industry in New Zealand, with a new name, I
find it disturbing that at our little gathering on a
sunny Sunday afternoon in Northcote, the prevailing view was that we are still having to fight
over some basic issues that we were fighting over
30 years ago when the Guild was formed; these
being foreign crew working in New Zealand,
excessive hours of work (particularly on TVCs),
broken turnaround times, per diems, and the
excessive demands placed in particular on both
the production office team and art department

I would like to express my very warmest
gratitude to Sally Meiklejohn, Graham Morris,
Chris McKenzie, Lisa Kissin and Steve Buckland
for their generous gift of time and help in drafting
this article.
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NEW MEMBERS
Join us in giving our new members a warm welcome!
Nicholas Riini: Auckland Lighting - Gaffer
Tim Flower: Auckland DOP, Cinematographer
Brett Schwieters: Auckland Production Designer
Mike Holloway: Auckland Locations Scout / Manager
Rick James Gutzewitz: Auckland 2nd AC Camera Technician
Aaron Morton: Auckland Cinematographer
Russell Lloyd: Auckland Lighting Assist / Grip
Phil Gregory: Auckland Prop Maker
Jarl Devine: Auckland Sound Department

Fiona Rigby: Auckland Production Co-Ordinator
Hannah Woods: Auckland Costume
Hayley Ness: Auckland Make-Up
Joan Wilson: Auckland Costume
Alf Rose: Auckland Sound Department
		
Emma Cross: Wellington AD
Jessie Grosser: Wellington Production Manager
Anthony Faifai: Wellington
Locations Scout / Manager

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD
President
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Vice president
Sioux Macdonald 021 969 609
Treasurer
Nick Treacy 021 280 8950

Like us on Facebook: facebook.com/NZFVTG

Auckland chair
Brendon Durey 021 866 977
Wellington chair
Richard Bluck 021 449 124
Queenstown chair
John Allan 0274 301 604
For full committee listing and contact
details please email: info@nztecho.com

TECHOS’ GUILD OFFICE
Karla Rodgers, executive officer
Jane Scott, accounts officer
Tel: 09 8899522
PO Box 68-294, Newton, Auckland 1145
info@nztecho.com
editor@nztecho.com
accounts@nztecho.com
www.nztecho.com
facebook.com/NZFVTG

Techos’ Guild office hours
Monday to Friday, 9am to 3.30pm
Outside these hours, please leave a
phone message or email us.
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REGIONAL WRAP
Take one – Auckland

Take two – Wellington

Spring has sprung after what feels like the wettest and darkest winter in
years in Auckland. The industry hummed along a lot longer into the depths
of winter, and finally took a downturn when several long form dramas came
to an end, leaving a lot of Auckland crew without work at the end of July
and most of August.

By Hokey it’s nice to be back. After far too much time spent in the USA
these last 16 months or so, it’s great to be back in Godzone and
Wellington for the foreseeable future.

At the time of writing this the elections haven’t happened yet, but after
20 years of booking crew for commercials I know for a fact that it always
goes quiet in the lead up to an election, and often stays a little quieter than
normal until a few weeks afterwards, while everyone takes stock of how the
elected government will affect our wonderful industry. So, on the strength
of this, I’m thinking that October will be when TVCs will start going
mental again, and there are a couple of decent sized feature films green
lit to shoot in Auckland over the summer and autumn, with studios being
booked out well in advance.
The Guild has had an unprecedented year of achievements behind the
scenes. One of which I am glad to have been involved closely with is the
updating of the well-known Blue Book. The majority of work has been
allowing for the modernisation of the industry in terms of technology,
terminology, and including other fields of technicians/contractors including
those in the gaming fields. If we all stand together as a combined group,
and adhere as closely as possible to the Blue Book, we have a strong
voice when we come across the occasional producing company that
decides to push the boundaries in terms of safety and remuneration. I cannot reiterate how beneficial it is to a crew member to join the Guild (even
if they don’t think the Guild does anything for them) as this is your main
support when and if you are needing to negotiate Blue Book policies or
procedures to a production company.
I’m finding more and more we are getting enquiries from crew who seek
our help and advice when they feel they have been mistreated in one form
or another, but are not members of the Guild! I find that this puts us in a
conflicting situation. It is not fair for these crew to expect us to have their
back when they are wanting our support for nothing. It’s important that you
talk amongst your peers, and encourage those that are not members to
join the Guild, so they too can enjoy being able to work with the support of
the Blue Book terms and conditions.

But, arriving to the deathly hush of a mid-season, pre-election, between the
big jobs, waiting for the next shoe to drop Wellington scene isn’t exactly
what I was hoping for.
The reality is, Wellington is just a bit moribund at the moment. We have a
few bits and pieces, a lot of rumours, plenty of digital wizardry happening
out at Weta – as always, it seems – but a real lack of crews and cameras
on the ground working.
The phone at Crew Wellington is running – if not hot, at least warm – with
queries regarding jobs in the near future. And there seem to be a lot of
Aussies and a few Asian crews soaking up the Spring sights in the glorious Wairarapa and the splendid Marlborough sounds, which is all good.
But I’m also well aware that when I do phone up crew they seem to invariably be working at something outside of the industry, at least temporarily.
Is it sustainable? Yes, probably, Wellington has been here before, and will
be again. And the same group of hard-bitten veterans will somehow always
turn up again as the generators kick into life and the contracts get signed.
But I fear, I really do, for the young’uns coming through our film schools, or
out of other industries, with a dream of working in film, facing the reality of
half a year spent doing other work just to experience the excitement of a
film set for a few weeks or few months out of every twelve.
Solution: More local scripts being produced. How to get there? Howabout
a direct funding correlation and pipeline between what the big internationals contribute to our economy, and the amount of contestable funding
available to our local producers.
Now there’s a policy I would have voted for.
Love your work,
Graeme Tuckett, Guild member

Sioux Macdonald, Guild vice president and executive committee member

Are you a member of

UPDATING NOW!

2017/18
addition

THE DATA BOOK
community?
Promote your business to over 4000 national
& international website visitors per month

GET YOUR FREE LISTING!

Go to our website and click on “List Your Business”

www.databook.co.nz
Contact: listings@databook.co.nz

*Use the coupon code: NZTECHO to receive your 20% guild discount
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Take three – Queenstown
ers attached accelerate and skid on tarmac roads half frozen half heated,
props blowing away, 10,000 BC, 30 Days of Night, Ice, The Big White,
Mercedes, Audi, Infinity, Visa, Michelin, Fat Face, Everest, and IOC.
Washing mud off cars at the start of each day so it won’t stain the snow,
and at end of the season inches of mud when you get home. Producers
ever hopeful that the snow holds for a September shoot.
Directors still loving the power slide, the flying saucer, the Bond-esque
tunnel house. Massive loaders with buckets big enough for a small car,
strange looking snow and ice blowers, flat batteries, snow chains, leaving
Queenstown at 4am and beating the grit truck over the Crown Range,
Canada Goose, Siberian boarder crossings, Alaska, the Olympics.

Those of you who have worked up there over the years will know how
lovely and unforgiving this place can be. Beautiful sunrises, bitterly cold
days, wind, over dressed, under dressed, Nordic skiers of all ages swishing
gracefully along prepared tracks, tyre and ABS test cars with comput-

CREW

Spring is in the air and I think this shoot may be my last for the season
up here.
John Allan, Queenstown branch and executive committee member

Experienced and highly regarded
DoPs, camera operators and sound
recordists specialisting in broadcast and
commerical production.
Documentaries

TV Series

Corporate

Commercials

Give us a call for quotes or enquiries
Auckland 09 373 4330 Wellington 04 499 9225

rocketrentals.com

Spring is in the air and you really notice it when working at the Snow Farm
and Southern Hemisphere Proving Ground (SHPG).

Hoping to make it to Breakfast with out needing to put chains on, hoping
to make it home after a long day shooting.
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IN MEMORY OF
Leo Shelton 1947 - 2017

I first met Leo Shelton when I joined the NZBC in 1967. As a huge
music fan I wanted to work in radio, but I was placed in the TV film
sound section headed by Ron Cook. Leo was one of the cameramen
I worked with. We shot news, sports, current affairs, Country
Calendar, Looking at NZ, Town and Around, documentaries, dramas,
etc. A great introduction to this industry.
Leo had come from Palmerston North where he had worked as
a stills photographer. He learnt framing, lighting, developing and
enlarging there, but I think he wanted more adventure than being a
Manawatu portrait/wedding photographer could provide.
During my first year, it dawned on me that I wasn’t particularly good
at the art of sound recording – that, and the fact that as part of the
job I had to spend three months of the year at Wellington Polytechnic
studying transistors, resistors and other sisters that I had no interest
in. That’s not entirely true, I married a film editor’s sister.
It’s a long time ago now and my memory is full of holes, but I must
have expressed my doubts as a soundman to my fellow workmates,
because when working with Leo he would give me the camera, his
light meter, some basic instructions and I would shoot the news job
while he recorded the sound.
Eventually I asked Ken White, the head of the film section if I could
swap jobs, and some time in 1968 he made it happen and my love
affair with the camera became my full time job. I’ll always be grateful
to Leo for this.

Leo was generous with his advice and praise. I remember him once
saying that I was a better cameraman than him. It made me feel
pretty special at the time, even though it wasn’t true. Others who
came into contact with Leo have said he was “one out of the box,
a generous, caring, funny, gentleman with a kind heart, a top bloke,
great shooter, outstanding lighting cameraman” – and these are all
true. Leo also had a dry sense of humour and no time for bullshit.
He could be described as direct - read blunt - but he was also kind,
supportive and fun. It’s legend that he coined the word “spoon” as
another word for an inexperienced (spoon-fed) journalist.
But it’s also true that Leo spent a lot of his life working with journalists. As well as the routine stuff in New Zealand, he filmed in Vietnam,
Timor and other life threatening situations. Many news people sent
messages of love, praise and sadness to be read at his funeral. One
of the stories that emerged was when Leo was on an overseas junket
travelling with Prime Minister Norman Kirk. It was a day off, and Norm
was relaxing by the pool with his secretary. Norm saw Leo pointing
the camera at him and took exception to this – I don’t think Norm’s
wife knew of this friendship. Norm was shouting at Leo to stop and
when he didn’t, Norm stood up and advanced. Leo kept the camera
rolling and apparently somewhere in the archives is footage of Norm,
less than fully clothed advancing angrily towards the lens. Today that
would be lead item, but in those days the news was not a reality
entertainment show.
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road then. Mike provided this picture of Leo on the crane, letting a
young actor look through the lens.
As a friend Leo was extremely generous. I recall visiting Wellington
from Dunedin, and having no vehicle, Leo lent me his treasured twodoor Mercedes convertible for a few days. On that same visit, he was
having a barbeque and was too shy to invite the beautiful woman
who lived in the opposite apartment. So I knocked on her door,
explained the situation and invited her. This was Anthea who became
his wife and mother to his two girls Phillipa and Erin-Monique. These
women were supporting him at the end. A strong family.
I posted a couple of photos on Facebook and the response from his
old workmates, has been heart-warming.
Leo also worked on dramas. The NZBC’s first colour drama was
The Killing of Kane shot in Hawera. Wayne Williams was the DP/
operator and Leo his assistant. I was lucky enough to be there,
writing sheets, carrying gear, soaking up life on a drama shoot and
taking the odd still picture. Another special experience for a couple
of likely lads.
Lighting Cameraman Michael O’Connor rang as I was writing this
and spoke highly of Leo operating for the Children of Fire Mountain
series shot in 1979. A gruelling 18 week shoot at Bethells’ – a gravel

He was a mate and our friendship always picked up where we left
off. He was the only person who called me Pooh (I’m still not sure
why). The last time I saw him was after a FOG (film operations group
– another story) reunion in Plimmerton 2015. He invited me for lunch
at his place in Upper Hutt.
He often didn’t say much, but when he spoke it was worthwhile
listening. My life is richer for knowing him. Already I can sense a
Leo-sized hole in my world.
Peter Janes
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NEWBIE PROFILE
Ants Faifai is a Wellington based Location Manager
and Location Scout who makes himself indispensible
on every film set he works on. We caught up with him
briefly on joining the Guild and work in general.
Why have you chosen to join the Guild?
I found myself having a few discussions with a production company
over a few concerns myself and other crew members were having. And
I realised that I was in a situation that was exactly the reason the Guild
exists. So I figured it was time I joined and showed my support!
How did you come to be in the industry?
Funny story...I was an entertainer. Literally a song and dance guy with a
group called the Koi Boys for eight years. Somewhere along the line I
found myself doing Unit/Craft on a few shoots, and then I got invited to
be onset location manager on a TV shoot in Wellington. And I loved it
straight away. Still do.
What do you want the Guild to able to do for you and your
crewmates?
I guess the big thing is support. To know that there’s a group we are
part of who can represent us and support us when we have a legitimate issue with a contract or on set conditions or whatever. You can’t
always have those discussions if you’re by yourself, but with a group
behind you, you can.

VISIT

ScreenSafe.co.nz

Health and Safety for the Screen Industry

Helping create safe workplaces

NEW
688

12-INPUT FIELD PRODUCTION MIXER WITH 16-TRACK RECORDER
•UNSURE OF WHO WILL SPEAK NEXT CAPTURE AUDIO WITH EITHER MIXASSIST™
OR DUGAN SPEECH SYSTEM™
•NEVER WAIT ON SOUND WITH QUICKBOOT
•ONE MIXER/RECORDER FOR DOCOS TO DRAMA
OPTIONS: CL-12 LINEAR FADER CONTROLLER FOR FINGERTIP MIXING
SL-6 SUPERSLOT HOLDS AND CONTROLS UP TO 6 WIRELESS RECEIVERS

For the complete Sound Devices range...and in depth sound advice
talk to the team at Sound Techniques
we listen and give sound advice
Unit 3, Ambury Court, 1 Porters Ave, Eden Tce, Auckland Ph (09) 366 1750 www.soundtq.co.nz
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INDUSTRY-LEADING
AERIAL AND HANDHELD
IMAGING SOLUTIONS

VISIT THE NEW DJI AUTHORISED RETAIL STORE FOR THE
FULL RANGE OF DJI DRONES AND IMAGING SYSTEMS.
EXPERT ADVICE. TRUSTED SUPPORT. UNBEATABLE PRICES.
96 New North Road, Eden Terrace, Auckland

09 216 5386

djistore.co.nz
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